Access AAP Resources from AAP Library

AAP Library allows you to access all of your subscriptions, courses, live/virtual events, and online content from a single location.

You may refer to the following steps to access your materials from AAP Library.


2. Locate the product or subscription you would like to access, and click on the corresponding Open button.
3. You will be able to access content that is provided on their corresponding platform (i.e. PediaLink, AAP Publications).
4. You may also use the filters on the left side to locate specific content
5. Content that is available as part of AAP membership benefit is also accessible
6. Content that is part of a subscription bundle (i.e. NeoReviewPlus, PREP The Curriculum) will have options to access both components of the subscription. The Open button will launch the content hosted on PediaLink (PREP Self Assessment, NeoReviewsPlus Assessment), while the View button will launch to the content hosted on AAP Publications (i.e. Pediatrics In Review, NeoReviews journal)
7. If you are not seeing any Open Button for your activity, you may access the contents directly from the corresponding title links for the different topics of the activity.

If these steps were used to correct an issue but the issue persists, please contact Member and Customer Care at 800.433.9016 or email us at mcc@aap.org for further assistance.